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1. MARKET OVERVIEW, KEY TRENDS AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

There is a rising popularity among developers, especially renewable energy players, to go for third-party direct sale agreements. States of Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana in the southern region of India and Rajasthan, Punjab and Haryana in the northern region of the country are fast catching up with open access transactions. But there are significant challenges in the growth of this segment, especially those pertaining to developers’ resistance to let go of their high-end consumers.

- Size and Growth of Open Access-based Power Projects
- Renewable Energy-based Open Access Projects: Year-wise Trends, Source-wise Share
- Participation of Open Access Consumers in the REC Market: Volume Trends, Price Trends
- Leading States
- Key Growth Drivers
- Tariff Trends in Open Access through Solar and Wind
- Key Issues and Challenges

2. IMPACT OF AMENDMENTS IN ELECTRICITY ACT, 2003

- Amendments Pertaining to Open Access for Renewables
- Likely Impact on Growth of Open Access-based PPAs
- Unaddressed Issues
- Industry Experts’ Opinions and Recommendations

3. EXISTING OPEN ACCESS POLICY AND REGULATORY SCENARIO

The policy and regulatory framework in this space is currently highly dispersed and varied across states, and is not even stable over the years. There is always a risk of open access charges changing year on year, making it a risky proposition to invest in.

- Overview of Open Access Charges and Losses: For Solar Projects, For Wind Projects
- Model Regulations for intra-state Open Access and Grid captive
- State-wise Orders of Open Access/Group Captive
- State-wise Implementation Status Overview
- State-wise Power Demand and Supply Overview
- RPO Trajectory for Open Access Consumers
- Key Issues and Challenges

4. INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND BUSINESS MODELS

The industry structure in the renewable open access segment has been emerging gradually with more number of players entering into this space. Project developers and investors are currently cautious of investing significantly in this segment, but the trend is now changing.

- Power sale options: Bilateral, Collective, REC
- Industry Structure
- Key Players and Capacities: Solar Segment, Wind Segment
- Risks and Concerns

5. TERMS OF THIRD-PARTY POWER SALE CONTRACTS

It is important for both the buyers and sellers to clarify and list out their expectations and accordingly draw up the commercial power sale contract as per the applicable regulatory framework in the respective state.

- Time Period
- Extension Provision
- Tariff and Escalations

6. ROLE OF ENERGY BANKING, F&S AND DEVIATION SETTLEMENT MECHANISM

Energy banking will play a key role in the success of solar and wind power-based open access projects. Banking is presently allowed by SERCs upon the levy of a banking charge, which differs in magnitude across states. Rules around energy banking are specified in different types of documents in various states. Additionally, various attributes of the energy banking framework also differ across states.

- State-wise Energy Banking Mechanism for Open Access Projects:
  - Banking Charging, Banking Period, Buy-back Rate, Restrictions on Time of Injection, Withdrawal of the Banked Energy, Other Attributes (seasonality constraints, buy-back rates, accounting for RPO, etc.)
  - State-wise Emerging Energy Banking Framework
  - State-wise Forecasting and Scheduling
  - Deviation Settlement Charges

7. STATE PROFILES

This chapter will include profiles of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Telangana, Uttar Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Delhi, Punjab, etc.

- Open Access Charges and Exemptions for Solar and Wind Power:
  - Key Players and Capacities: Overall Solar, Solar Open Access, Overall Wind, Wind Open Access
  - Landed Cost and Return Analysis
  - Process and Approvals for Open Access Projects
  - Key Industrial and Corporate Clusters: Existing, Upcoming

8. PROJECTED OPEN ACCESS MARKET

Over 2 GW of green power is being sold to big corporates through direct agreements and the trend is northbound as more and more corporates and industries are joining in the race. The business case for renewable energy based open access is getting stronger with the decreasing cost of green power and increasing cost of thermal power.

- Short-term (2019-23) and Long-term (2024-28) Projections
- Renewable-based Open Access Capacity Projections
- Open Access Projected Tariff and Pricing Trends
- IRR Projections
- Future Growth Drivers
- Expected Market Restraints

EXPERT OPINION

The report will feature 5-8 interviews of senior representatives at regulatory commissions, large open access consumers and key open access project developers, and experienced industry consultants.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

With the growing demand for power in urban areas and industries, underground cable systems are becoming an increasingly indispensable part of power transmission and distribution systems. With improved technologies and increased reliability, the cost differential between underground cables and overhead power lines is narrowing and utilities are acknowledging the benefits associated with underground cabling. This report will attempt to take a look at the key trends in the deployment of underground cables so far; analyse the plans and proposal of T&D utilities; examine new and evolving technology improvements and solutions being offered by the industry; as well as assess the key issues and challenges.

1. T&D INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

The T&D industry has been growing steadily with investments being made in system strengthening and capacity additions. This chapter gives an overview of the T&D industry and will focus on:

- Growth and Size of Existing T&D Networks
- Recent T&D Network Additions
- Projected T&D Network Additions
- Projected Capex (till 2022-23)
- Future Outlook
- Issues and Challenges

2. MARKET SIZE AND GROWTH FOR UNDERGROUND CABLES

Most of India’s T&D network continues to be strung overhead across the country; however, concerns about reliability and quality of supply are making utilities gradually replace their networks with underground lines. This chapter gives an overview on the new and emerging utility requirements in the underground cabling segment and will cover the following:

- Experience so far in T&D Networks
- Emerging Utility Requirements
  - Transmission
  - Distribution
- Major Projects Commissioned
  - Transmission
  - Distribution
- Major Projects Awarded/Under Construction
  - Transmission
  - Distribution
- Key Recent Tenders
- Issues and Challenges

3. RECENT TRENDS AND ADVANCES

Well-designed and well-installed underground cable systems are expected to have a service life of 30-40 years. Utility providers, transmission companies and cable manufacturers are hence, looking for new technologies and solutions to respond to new grid challenges. This chapter looks at the new and promising technologies, designs and solutions for underground cable networks.

- Design, Laying and Construction Processes
- Product and Technology Trends
- Market Trends and Developments (JVs/Acquisitions/Partnership Deals)
- Pricing and Cost Trends

4. OPPORTUNITIES UNDER KEY CENTRAL/STATE GOVERNMENT PROGRAMMES

Underground cables are an important part of several central government initiatives for improving T&D networks under IPDS. This chapter provides the details of plans and targets of works proposed to be taken up under various schemes.

- Snapshot of Key Government Programmes (IPDS, Green Energy Corridors, State Government Initiatives, etc.)
- Physical Targets for UG Cabling Works
- Funding Availability for UG Cabling Projects
- Issues and Concerns

5. OPPORTUNITIES UNDER SMART CITIES MISSION

The Smart Cities Mission offers significant opportunities for underground cabling in key cities. Some cities such as Indore, Belagavi, Dharamshala, Lucknow, Kanpur and Tirupati are implementing projects for setting up underground cabling network for utilities such as electric wires, water pipelines, stormwater drains, sewers and telecommunication cables. This chapter provides the details of plans and targets of works proposed to be taken up under various schemes.

- Snapshot of the Mission
- Physical Targets for UG Cabling Works
- Projects Completed so far in Key Cities
- Projects Under Construction/ Awarded
- Proposed Projects
- Issues and concerns

6. OUTLOOK AND PROJECTIONS (TILL 2022)

This chapter will give a snapshot of the investments and physical targets proposed for underground cabling networks by transcos and discoms. The information presented in this chapter is based on both primary and secondary information collected from transcos and discoms.

- Growth Drivers for UG Cabling
- Expected Demand for UG Cables
- Plans and Targets of Utilities by Segment
  - Transmission
  - Distribution
- Budgeted Capital Expenditures on UG Cabling
- Future Outlook

7. LEADING PLAYERS

This chapter primarily focuses on the profiles of key vendors and technology providers for underground cabling. Each profile covers the following information:

- Brief Company Overview
- Key Product Offerings
- Existing Manufacturing Capacity
- Financial Performance
- Future Plans

The report is available in a PDF format.
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Changing Landscape, Growing Role of Digitisation and New Opportunities
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
   Solar plants are built to last 20-25 years. After the engineering procurement and construction period is completed, developers need to ensure that the operations and maintenance (O&M) activities are seamless for sustained energy generation over the project lifetime. The report will highlight the emerging opportunities in this space and the growing role of new technologies like automation and artificial intelligence.

2. MARKET OVERVIEW
   In the initial years of solar power development in India, O&M was often coupled with EPC and performed by the same vendors, but of late, solar O&M has emerged as a separate market with its own landscape, trends and dynamics. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Current size of the solar O&M market
   - Market size by segment
     - Utility-scale, Rooftop, Canal-top & floating solar
   - Key growth trends and drivers
   - O&M Evolution - Reactive to Predictive Analysis
   - Applications in solar O&M, Cost and time savings
   - Emerging Role of Energy Storage
   - Key issues and concerns

3. COST TRENDS
   The cost of O&M services has been declining over the past few years and the downward trend is expected to continue. The cost composition itself is changing due to greater automation and use of advanced tools. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Solar O&M cost trajectory (2012-18)
   - Cost breakup analysis
     - Vehicles and logistics, Equipment and tools, Overheads, Personnel/Manpower, Digital, Others
   - Cost projections (2019-24)
     - Business model evolution, Key cost considerations, Impact of scale, Impact of energy storage, Future cost estimates

4. EMERGING O&M BUSINESS MODELS
   Globally, there has been a rise of third party solar O&M service providers. As more sophisticated and structured approach emerges in the solar O&M market, third party providers are able to deliver more value to solar investors and owners. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Capex-based
   - Profit-sharing
   - Fixed cost
   - O&M extensions
   - Others

5. TERMS OF O&M CONTRACTS
   It is important for both developers and O&M service providers to clarify and list out their expectations and accordingly draw up a long-term contract. An effective contract will result in higher plant efficiencies. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Time periods
   - Product warranties
   - Performance guarantees/SLAs
   - Penalties
   - Ownership
   - Legal terms

6. GRID MANAGEMENT BY O&M PLAYERS
   As the government becomes stricter in its implementation of forecasting, scheduling and deviation settlement mechanism regulations, grid management will become a key component of O&M players. Integration of energy storage on to existing plants will lead to a greater O&M play. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Forecasting and scheduling
   - Deviation settlement management
   - Integration of energy storage into existing plants
   - Cost implications
   - Experience so far

7. O&M COMPANY PROFILES
   A large number of O&M focused players are coming up, some as hive-offs from existing EPC companies and others as independent specialists. This chapter will have 5-8 profiles of key O&M players in India covering the following:
   - Project portfolio
   - Service offerings
   - Technology tie-ups
   - On-ground experience
   - In-pipeline capacity
   - Etc.

8. DIGITALISATION AND AUTOMATION AT PLANT LEVEL
   Digitalisation and automation will play a key role in providing efficient O&M services, thereby changing the current O&M cost composition, which is currently dominated by manpower expenses. New technologies are being adopted for improving asset lifecycle management, predictive maintenance, remote sensing and control, cloud computing, and use of drones for visual imaging. A number of companies have also already started using robotics for cleaning modules. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Emerging role, applications and use case for the following
     - Manpower and material management, Automated monitoring and big data analytics, Robotics, drones and wearables
   - Growing role of artificial intelligence
     - Machine learning applications, AI field assistants and predictive analytics, Existing use cases
   - Key technology providers
   - Industry Perspective
     (Views of key personnel from the solar O&M industry and technology providers on the growing role of AI, robotics and data analytics)

9. KEY CHALLENGES, BEST PRACTICES AND CASE STUDIES
   The lack of attention given to O&M practices is one of the primary challenges that the segment is facing. If the plant is not maintained properly, developers can lose up to 15 per cent of the returns. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - O&M challenges matrix
   - Best practices (Globally and in India)
   - Case studies (This will cover successes and failures of various technologies, business models and strategies adopted by O&M players)

10. PROJECTED O&M MARKET SIZE (FROM 2019-20 TO 2024-25)
   The total addressable market for solar PV O&M is expected to reach 30 GW in 2018-19. It is likely to more than triple by 2022 to exceed 100 GW. In fact, going forward, as the installed base gets larger, O&M revenue may even exceed the development and construction revenue. This chapter will cover the following areas:
   - Impact factors
   - Emerging O&M industry structure
   - Short-term projections
   - Medium-term projections
   - Long-term projections
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   - Renewable Energy Demand Outlook
   - Renewable Energy Investment Outlook
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1. OVERVIEW
- Key Trends in Power Distribution Segment
- Needs and Requirements for DFs
- PPP Experience in Power Distribution
- Evolution of DF model
- Policy and Regulatory Environment
- Current Scenario
- Recent Initiatives/Developments
- NEP’s Recommendations on DF
- Key Players

2. DF CONTRACTS AND STRATEGIES FOR BIDDING
- Types of DF contracts
  - Collection-based
  - Input-based
  - Input-based Franchisee-Incremental Revenue Sharing
  - Input plus Investment-based
  - Others
- Key Features
- Responsibilities of Franchisee and Utility
- Advantages and Limitations
- Bidding criteria and considerations
  - SBD for IBF-IRS by MoP
  - Analysis of RFPs for appointment of DF

3. EXPERIENCE SO FAR
- Operational/Awarded Franchises
- Terminated Franchises
- Recently Awarded Franchises
- Recent Bids

4. FUTURE OUTLOOK
- Growth Drivers
- Key Success Factors
- Upcoming Opportunities
- Evolving DF Models
- Issues and Challenges

5. PROFILES OF DISTRIBUTION FRANCHISES
- Year of Award
- Area and No of Consumers Served
- Term of Franchise Validity
- Bid Details
- Key Issues and Challenges
- Current Infrastructure in DF area
- Performance Review (AT&C loss reduction, Revenue Gap, Energy deficit, Revenue Realised)
- Major Initiatives undertaken by DF

The franchises covered include:
- Bhiwandi (Torrent Power Limited)
- Nagpur (Spanco Nagpur Discom Limited)
- Agra (Torrent Power Limited)
- Muzaffarpur (Essel Vidyut Vitaran (Muzaffarpur) Limited)
- Bhagalpur (SPML Infra Limited)
- Gaya (India Power Corporation Limited)
- Kendrapara Division I & II, Jagatsinghpur, Dhenkanal, Talcher and Angul (Enzen Global Solutions Private Limited)
- Khurda, Balugaon, Puri and Nayagarh (Feedback Electricity Distribution Company Limited)
- City Electrical Division (Cuttack), Athagarh and Salipur (Riverside Utilities Private Limited)
- Nimapara (Seaside Utilities Private Limited)
- Kota, Bharatpur and Bikaner (CESC Limited)
- Ajmer (Tata Power Company Limited)

The report is available in a PDF format.
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#### 8. SILO STORAGE
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- Government Schemes/Initiatives
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SECTION I: KEY TRENDS, EMERGING LANDSCAPE AND GROWTH PROJECTIONS

1. SECTOR GROWTH & KEY DEVELOPMENTS
   - Traffic Trends; Capacity Growth; Key Trends; Growth Drivers; Recent Developments; Capacity Gaps & Incremental Capacity Requirements; Cities in Need of Second and Third Airports; Risks and Challenges; Future Targets; Sector Outlook

2. IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON PROJECTS, OPERATIONS AND INVESTMENTS
   - Future of Airport Privatisation
   - Airports Revenues and IRRs
   - Role of Force Majeure
   - Impact on: Airports; Airlines; Under Construction Projects; Bid Delays; Financial Closures; Supply Chain; Developers' and Investors' Perspective
   - Future Outlook and Strategies

3. DEMAND FORECAST AND CAPACITY PROJECTIONS (TILL 2025-26)
   - Passenger Segment: Traffic Forecast; Key Investment Projections; Projected Capacity Addition (Existing & Upcoming Airports)
   - Cargo Segment: Traffic Forecast; Projected Capacity Addition (Existing & Upcoming Airports)

4. POLICY AND REGULATORY LANDSCAPE
   - NCAP; 2016 - Features and Impact; Regulatory Regime; AERA's Role in Tariff Fixation AERA (Amendment) Bill, 2019; Aeronautical and Non-Aeronautical Revenue; Update of CPD Policies; Draft MCA for Greenfield Airports; National Air Cargo Policy; FDI Policy for Airports; Drone Policy & Drone 2.0 Regulations; National Green Civil Aviation Policy, 2019

5. AAI’S PERFORMANCE, PLANS AND TARGETS
   - Recent Capacity Additions; Tariff Trends at Key Airports; Financial Performance; Greenfield Airport Development; Key Completed Projects; Capacity Expansion Plans at Airports; Upcoming Opportunities; New Initiatives; Investment Requirement; Progress under NABH Nirman; Capex Targets

6. PRIVATE OPERATORS’ PERFORMANCE
   - Key Private Players; Project Portfolio; Performance of Key Private Airports; Tariff Trends at Private Airports; Airport Revenues for Key private airports; Future Plans and Strategies; Key Challenges and Lessons Learnt

7. AAI’S PRIVATISATION EXPERIENCE & PLANS
   - Progress under Adani’s Airports; Bidding Experience; Expected Investments & Future Opportunities; Key Upcoming Airports for Privatisation (20-25 Planned); Lender/Investor Interest in Brownfield Assets; Opportunities for Airport Operators; Potential Role of Global Investors; Industry Response & Expectations; Future Potential & Plans

8. FOCUS ON KEY UPCOMING GREENFIELD AIRPORTS
   - Navi Mumbai Airport, Maharashtra
   - Jwor Airports, Uttar Pradesh
   - Mopa Airport, Goa
   - This chapter includes detailed profiles covering the current status, recent contracts, detailed status, future opportunities for stakeholders, and the key issues & challenges.

9. PROJECT PIPELINE
   - Overview
   - By Type: Greenfield Airports; Brownfield Airports; Airside Infrastructure (New Terminal Buildings, Parking Bays, Runways, etc.); Others
   - Mode of Implementation
   - Stage of Implementation

10. SECTOR OUTLOOK AND OPPORTUNITIES
    - Vision 2040 Overview; Targets under Vision 2040; AAI Capex Targets; Investment Opportunities; Market Opportunities; Future Outlook; Policy & Regulatory Outlook; Big-ticket Opportunities 2020 & Beyond

11. INVESTMENT TRENDS AND EXPERIENCE
    - Investment Trends; Regulations and Impact on Investor Interest; Investors’ Perspective; Emerging Sources of Investment; Private Equity Trends; External Commercial Borrowings (ECB) Trends; M&A Deals; Recent Financial Closures; Opportunities for Investors; Key Risks and Projected IRRs

SECTION II: KEY FOCUS AREAS

12. NEW OPPORTUNITIES UNDER THE REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY SCHEME
    - UDAN 4; Regional Analysis; Scope and Progress; Operational Airports/Airstrips; Progress & Experience under Rounds 1, 2, 3, and 3.1; Progress under UDAN International; Airline Experience and Issues Faced; Viability of Regional Operations; Future Plans & Targets

13. CARGO INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
    - Overview; Existing Capacity; Operational Facilities; Recent Capacity Additions; New Facilities Planned by AAI; Planned Investments; Upcoming Projects and Opportunities; Key Trends; Future Outlook

14. EQUIPMENT (COMMUNICATION, NAVIGATION AND SURVEILLANCE)
    - Current Infrastructure; Recent Trends and Advancements; Key Suppliers; Procurement Targets for Equipment at Airports; Investment Plans for Procurement of ANS Infrastructure; Key Growth Drivers; Upcoming Opportunities for Equipment Suppliers

15. MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND OVERHAUL
    - Currently Scenario; Demand for MRO; India as a Potential MRO Hub; Government support for MRO in India; Competitive Advantage; Upcoming projects and Opportunities; Future Outlook

16. GROUND HANDLING
    - Segment Overview; AAI’s Licensing Plans for Ground Handlers; Recent Bidding Scenario; Upcoming Opportunities; Future Outlook

17. ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY & DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
    - Context Setting; Potential Technology Disruptions; Key Solutions: Technology-focused Plans at Key Airports; Upcoming Opportunities for Technology and Solution Providers

SECTION III: PROJECT PROFILES

18. KEY OPERATIONAL/COMPLETED AIRPORTS
    - Indira Gandhi International Airport (IGIA), Delhi; Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport (CSIA), Mumbai; Kempegowda International Airport Bengaluru (KIAB); Chennai International Airport (ChIA), Tamil Nadu; Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose International Airport (NSCIA), Kolkata; Rajiv Gandhi International Airport, Hyderabad; Cochin International Airport, Kerala; etc.
    - Each profile provides an overview of the airport, key stakeholders involved, ownership structure, traffic trends, financial performance, current capacity, expansion plans, key initiatives, recent contracts; etc.

19. OTHER UPCOMING/UNDER CONSTRUCTION AIRPORTS
    - Bhogapuram Airport, Andhra Pradesh; Dholera Airport, Gujarat; Hassan Airport, Karnataka; Kushalgarh Airport, Uttar Pradesh
    - Each profile provides an overview of the airport, traffic projections, ownership structure, expected capacity, future timelines, recent contracts; expansion, etc.

The report will be available in a PDF format.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SECTION I: SECTOR ANALYSIS, EMERGING TRENDS AND NEW OPPORTUNITIES

1. SECTOR SNAPSHOT
   - Network Size and Growth; Key Sector Trends; Role of Make in India and Focus on Indigenisation; Growth in Budgetary Outlays; Recent Developments; New Business Models; Emerging Trends in Technology; Investment Requirements; Risks and Challenges; Future Trends and Emerging Opportunities; Future Outlook

2. IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON PROJECTS AND OPERATIONS
   - Developments during Covid
   - Impact of Covid-19 on: Under Construction Capacity; New Bids; Input Costs; Financing; Supply Chain; Revenue and Profitability; Rolling Stock Procurement
   - Developers’ Perspective
   - Sector Outlook and Way Forward

3. OPERATIONAL NETWORK, RIDERSHIP & REVENUE ANALYSIS
   - Existing Network; Trends in Network Addition: At Grade; Underground; Elevated; Growth in Ridership; Pricing Trends; Fare Box & Non-fare Box Revenue trends

4. METRO RAIL POLICY, 2017 – EXPECTED AMENDMENTS & INDUSTRY RECOMMENDATIONS
   - Key Features; Potential Benefits; Impact on PPPs; Scope for Private Participation in O&M; Creation of the Unified Metropolitan Transport Authority; Industry Expectations; Key Recommendations; Expected Amendments

5. ANALYSIS OF PROJECT PIPELINE
   - Overall Pipeline; By Type of System; By Status; By Mode of Implementation; By Alignment; By Expected Completion; Key Upcoming Tenders

6. OUTLOOK, OPPORTUNITIES AND KEY PROJECTIONS
   - Growth Drivers
   - Expected Network Addition
   - Market Prospects and Opportunities: Consultants; EPC Contractors; Private Developers; Financers; Rolling Stock Suppliers; System Suppliers; Station Designers; Technology Providers
   - Projected Investment: New Construction; Network Expansion; Rolling Stock; Signalling Systems; AFC Systems; Others
   - Emerging Trends and Future Opportunities

7. NEW MODES OF RAIL-BASED MASS TRANSIT
   - MetroLite: Key Features; Standards & Specifications; Cost Economics; The Experience So Far; Key Proposed Projects; Issues & Challenges
   - MetroNeo: Key Features; Cost Economics; The Experience So Far; Key Proposed Projects; Issues & Challenges; Upcoming Opportunities

8. GROWTH AREAS, EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES AND NEW REVENUE SOURCES
   - Transit Oriented Development; Upcoming Opportunities; Real Estate and Commercial Development (including Station retail and Branding); Upcoming Opportunities; First & Last-Mile Connectivity; Solar Rooftops; Train leasing; Technology and Digital Solutions

9. FINANCING SCENARIO AND PROSPECTS FOR PPP
   - Key Financing Trends; Business Models; Role and Impact of Multilateral Agencies; Value Capture Financing Framework; Key Sources of Revenue; New Revenue Streams; Cost Components and Project Economics; PPP Experience & Potential; Outlook & Opportunities

SECTION II: SEGMENT ANALYSIS, NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

10. ROLLING STOCK
   - Segment Size and Growth; Nature of Fleet and Specifications; MoHUA’s Guidelines on Rolling Stock Standardisation; Contract Awards; Upcoming Tenders; Competitive Landscape; Profiles of Key Players; Focus on Indigenous Production; New Manufacturing Facilities; Recent Innovations in Design and Introduction of Driverless Trains; Experience with Driverless Operations; Other Innovations; Outlook and Projections

11. SIGNALING, TRAIN CONTROL AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
    - Market Size and Growth; Technologies and Systems in Use; System Upgrades and Innovations; Competitive Landscape; Profiles of Key Players; Contracts Awards; Upcoming Tenders; Recent Developments; Outlook and Projections

12. FARE COLLECTION AND TICKETING SYSTEMS
    - Market Size and Growth; Specifications of Systems in Use; Level of Integration and Interoperability; Upgrades and Innovations in Fare Media; Global Advances; Competitive Landscape; Profiles of Key Players; Contract Awards and Upcoming Tenders; Key Trends and Developments; Plans for Deployment of Advanced Fare Media; Outlook and Projections

13. CONSTRUCTION: ELEVATED AND AT-GRADE STRUCTURES
    - Size and Growth; Per-km Construction Cost; Prevalent Methods and Techniques; Market Share of Key Contractors; Recent Contracts; Upcoming Tenders; Key Trends; Outlook and Projections

14. CONSTRUCTION: METRO TUNNELS
    - Size and Growth; Analysis of TBM Market; Market Share of Key Players; Recent Contracts (past 12-15 months); Upcoming Bids and Tenders; Recent Developments; Best Practices in Tunnel Design; Outlook & Opportunities; Upcoming Investment Requirements

15. TRACTION AND E&M
    - Traction Systems; Market Size; Specifications of Traction and E&M Systems; Energy Consumption and Expenditure; Energy Conservation Initiatives; Solar Energy Use; Key Players; Recent Contracts; Upcoming Tenders; Outlook and Projections

16. STATION AREA DEVELOPMENT AND INTER-MODAL INTEGRATION
    - Market Size and Growth; Key Components of Station Design; Key Players; Recent Contracts; Global Best Practices; Upcoming Tenders; Outlook and Projections

SECTION III: PROJECT PROFILES

17. OPERATIONAL AND UNDER CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
    - Ahmedabad-Gandhinagar Metro Rail Project Phase I; Bengaluru Metro Rail Project Phase I; Bengaluru Metro Rail Project Phase II; Bhopal Metro Rail Project; Chennai Metro Rail Project Phase I; Chennai Metro Rail Project Phase II; Delhi Metro Rail Project Phase I and II; Delhi Metro Express Line; Delhi Airport Express Line; Delhi Metro Rail Project Phase III, etc.

18. UPCOMING PROJECTS (ANNOUNCED, APPROVED AND UNDER BIDDING PROJECTS)
    - Agra Metro Rail Project; Ahmedabad-Gandhinagar Metro Rail Project Phase I; Bengaluru Metro Rail Project Phase 2A; Bengaluru Airport Metro Line Phase 2B (Airport Line); Bhubaneswar-Cuttack Metro Rail Project; Chennai Metro Rail Project Phase II; Coimbatore Metro Rail Project; Dehradun-Handiwar-Rishikesh Light Rail Project; Greater Noida – Jewar Airport Metro Rail Project; Gurgaon-Manesar-Bawal Metro Rail Project; Gudur-Gummidwada-Eluru Metro Rail Project; Gurgaon-Faridabad Metro Rail Project; Guwahati Metro Rail Project Phase I; Kochi Metro Rail Project Phase I, etc.

Each profile covers the project scope (network length, alignment details, number of stations, rolling stock, fare system, signaling and telecommunications, traction, etc.), ownership details, implementing agency, cost estimates, key consultants, key contractors, key milestones, funding pattern, actual/expected ridership, recent contracts, upcoming tenders, and the detailed current status.
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8. KEY GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES AND POLICY CHANGES: IMPACT ANALYSIS
   - GST Regime; E-way Bill; National Logistics Policy & MMLP Policy; Cabotage Law Relaxation; Revised Tariff Guidelines for Private Terminal Operator; Freight Any Kind (FAK) Tariff Regime for Rail Containers; Relaxation of Coastal Movement of Exim Transshipment and Empty Containers; Direct Port Delivery Scheme; DMIJCDC Logistics Data Services; Others

This chapter will analyse the impact of these initiatives and policy changes on container terminal operators, container train operators, road transporters, trucking industry, shipping companies, CSFs, ICUs, etc.

9. INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT UNDER OTHER KEY PROGRAMMES
   - Sagarmala Programme; Bharatmala Programme; Jai Marg Vikas Project; Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor; Others

This chapter will cover the overview, key features, container infrastructure capacity, current status, and upcoming opportunities under each of these programmes/projects.

SECTION II: CONTAINER MOVEMENT: SEGMENT ANALYSIS, TRENDS & OPPORTUNITIES

10. PORTS
   - Traffic Trends: Major and Non-major Ports, Port-wise Analysis, Terminal-wise Analysis, East Coast versus West Coast, Loaded versus Unloaded, Transshipment Traffic, Domestic vs Exim Traffic; Container Handling Capacity; Trends in Global Container Shipping; Transshipment Scenario; Vessel Traffic; Average Vessel Size at Ports; Efficiency Trends; Upcoming Projects & Planned Capacity Addition; Key Initiatives to Improve hinterland Connectivity; Key Issues and Challenges; Outlook and Projections
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   - Size and Growth; Existing Infrastructure; Core Connectors; Connectivity to Container Handling Ports; Trucking Industry Overview; Market Structure and Key Players; Issues and Challenges; Outlook and Projections

12. RAILWAYS
   - Share of Container in IR’s Freight Traffic and Earnings; Traffic Trends: Overall – IR’s Container Traffic, Zone-wise, EXIM and Domestic; Trends in Earnings: Overall – IR’s Container Freight Earnings, Zone-wise, EXIM and Domestic; Recent Developments/Initiatives; Container Train Operators: Industry Structure, Current Infrastructure; Upcoming Projects & Planned Capacity Addition; Issues and Challenges; Outlook and Projections

13. COASTAL SHIPPING AND INLAND WATERWAYS
   - Size and Growth; Existing Infrastructure: Container Handling; Traffic Trends: Coastal Container Traffic, Container Movement on Inland Waterways; Composition of Traffic; Government Schemes and Initiatives; Upcoming Projects; Outlook and Projections

SECTION III: OTHER LOGISTICS INFRASTRUCTURE FOR CONTAINER MOVEMENT

Each of the following chapters will include:
   - Segment Size and Growth
   - Existing Capacity
   - Policy Framework
   - Government Schemes and Initiatives
   - Major Players
   - Upcoming Projects and Opportunities
   - Future Outlook

14. COLD STORAGE & REEFER CONTAINERS

15. CONTAINER FREIGHT STATIONS/INLAND CONTAINER DEPOTS

16. LOGISTICS PARKS & MMLPS

17. FREE TRADE WAREHOUSING ZONES

SECTION IV: KEY PROFILES

18. KEY PORT CONTAINER TERMINALS
   - Adani CMA Mundra Terminal; Adani Hazira Container Terminal; Adani International Container Terminal; Adani Mundra Container Terminal; EPM Terminals Mumbai; EPM Terminals Pipavav; Bharat Mumbai Container Terminal; Bharat Kolkata Container Terminal; Chennai Container Terminal Limited; Chennai International Terminals Private Limited; etc.

Each profile will cover information on throughput, current capacity & capacity utilisation, key facilities, draught levels, dwell time, equipment available and planned expansion.

19. KEY CONTAINER TRAIN OPERATORS
   - Adani Logistics Limited; Arshiya Rail Infrastructure Limited; Container Corporation of India Limited; Central Warehousing Corporation; Distribution Logistics Infrastructure Private Limited; Gateway Rail Freight Limited; Hind Terminals Private Limited; IndiiaLinx; Illogicists; International Cargo Terminals and Rail Infrastructure Private Limited; Kribhco Infrastructure Limited; etc.

Each profile will cover information on company operations, existing infrastructure, network covered, financial performance, future plans, etc.

20. KEY ROAD TRANSPORT OPERATORS
   - Transport Corporation of India Limited; Allcargo Logistics; Associated Road Carriers Limited; Coastal Roadways; Darcl Logistics; DRC Logistics; East West Freight Carriers Private Limited; Gati KWE; Patel Roadways; Prakash Roadlines Private Limited; TVS Southern Roadways Limited; VRL Logistics Limited; Others

Each profile will cover information on company operations, existing fleet, geographical coverage, financial performance, future plans, etc.
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    - Reserves; Production; Exports and Imports; Price Trends; Update on KABIL; Key Mining Companies; Investment Plans; Upcoming Projects; Outlook and Projections (till 2024-25)

SECTION IV: LEADING PLAYERS

20. Profiles of Key Mining Companies
    - Coal India Limited; Singareni Collieries Company Limited; Gujarat Mineral Development Corporation Limited; NLC India Limited; National Aluminium Company Limited; Hindalco Industries Limited; Vedanta Resources; Steel Authority of India Limited; Tata Steel Limited; Hindustan Copper Limited; Hindustan Zinc Limited; Other Key Players

Each company profile will cover business portfolio, production, sales, financial performance, investment plans and upcoming projects.
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## SECTION I: MARKET ANALYSIS, OUTLOOK AND OPPORTUNITIES

1. **SIZE AND GROWTH**  
   - Sewage Sector Snapshot: Current Size and Growth; Sewage Generation, Treatment Capacity, Treatment-Generation Gap; Institutional Framework; Standards and Norms; Key Trends; Government Initiatives; Risks and Challenges; Future Outlook and Projections (2019-20 to 2024-25)

2. **RECENT DEVELOPMENTS**  
   - Recent Regulatory Developments, Project Completions, Recent Contract Awards, Projects Approved/Launched/Proposed, City-level ICT Initiatives, Other Key Developments

3. **PROJECT PIPELINE AND ANALYSIS**  
   - Overall Project Pipeline  
   - Project Pipeline Analysis: By Region, State, Stage of Development, Ownership, Completion Period  
   - Expected Capacity Addition: Sewage Treatment Capacity, Sewer Network Length  
   - Upcoming Opportunities

4. **FUTURE OUTLOOK AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES**  
   - Key Growth Drivers  
   - Investment Requirements  
   - Market Opportunities: EPC Contractors, Private Developers, Technology Providers, Equipment and Material Suppliers, Pipe Manufacturers, Consultants  
   - Outlook and Projections (till 2024-25)

5. **KEY GOVERNMENT PROGRAMMES: PROGRESS SO FAR, UPCOMING PROJECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**  
   - Swachh Bharat Mission  
   - Namami Gange Programme  
   - Smart Cities Mission  
   - Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation

6. **INTER-CITY COMPARISON: INFRASTRUCTURE GROWTH, PLANS AND PROJECTIONS**  
   - Key Cities Covered  
   - Analysis of Sewage Generation  
   - Analysis of Sewage Treatment Capacity Analysis of Number of STPs  
   - Analysis of Sewage Network  
   - Profiles of Key Cities: Sewage Generation, Current Sewerage Infrastructure, Sewage Treatment Technologies Deployed, Innovations and Advancements, Recycle and Reuse Practices and Initiatives, Key Completed Projects, Key Ongoing Projects, Capacity Addition Plans

7. **PROFILES OF TOP 50 UPCOMING PROJECTS**  
   - Under Bidding, Recently Awarded  
   - Announced  
   - Approved  
   - Opportunities for Stakeholders

8. **INVESTMENT TRENDS AND OUTLOOK**  
   - Key Funding Sources  
   - Overall Investment Trends  
   - Union Budget 2019-20: Announcements and Expected Impact  
   - New and Innovative Funding Sources (municipal bonds, etc.)  
   - The PPP Experience and Potential: Formats and Models, PPP Experience (1990s-2016), PPP Experience (Post 2016), Key Projects (completed and ongoing), Future Outlook and Potential  
   - Key Risks and Challenges  
   - Investment Outlook

9. **EXPERIENCE AND OPPORTUNITIES UNDER THE HYBRID ANNUITY MODEL**  
   - Introduction; HAM: Salient Features; Experience So Far; One City, One Operator under HAM; Key Projects: Ongoing, Tendering, Recently Awarded; Risks and Challenges

10. **COST STRUCTURES, TARIFF TRENDS AND PROJECT RETURNS**  
    - Project Economics: Wastewater Treatment Plants (WWTPs)  
    - Capex and Opex Requirements  
    - Energy and Land Requirements of WWTPs  
    - Market for Byproducts (Sludge, Treated Wastewater, Electricity, etc.)  
    - Scope of Returns and Revenue Potential  
    - Tariffs - Reforms and Trends  
    - Issues and Concerns

11. **KEY PRIVATE PLAYERS**  
    - Industry Structure, Contracting Practices and Experience, Key Players (Indian and Global), Project Portfolio, Key Completed Projects, Key Ongoing Projects, Financial Performance, Key Industry Concerns, Future Plans

## SECTION II: NEW FOCUS AREAS

12. **DECENTRALISED SEWERAGE SYSTEMS**  
    - Introduction, Salient Features, The Experience So far/Current Deployment, Capital Cost Requirements, Select Case Studies, Key Advantages, Constraining Factors, Future Outlook

13. **ENERGY FROM SEWAGE**  
    - Existing Capacity and Plants, Relevant Technologies, Key Upcoming Projects, Energy Generation, Future Potential

14. **RECYCLE AND REUSE PRACTICES**  
    - Current Practices, Standards and Norms for Reuse, Relevant Technologies, Key Recycle and Reuse Facilities, Key Consumers of Recycled Wastewater, Issues and Challenges, Future Potential

15. **FOCUS ON INDUSTRIAL EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT**  
    - Current Effluent Generation, Discharge Standards and Norms, Existing Treatment Facilities, Key Ongoing and Upcoming Facilities, Recycle and Reuse Practices, Innovations and Advancements, Segment Outlook

## SECTION III: TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT

16. **TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES AND ASSET MANAGEMENT**  
    - Salient Features of Key Technologies: Conventional Technologies, Advanced Technologies; Cost and Performance Comparison of Key Technologies; Current Capacity and Key Plants; Asset Management; Case Studies: Automation and Instrumentation Initiatives; Segment Outlook

17. **EMERGING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS**  
    - Equipment Market Size and Growth, Key Equipment Required, Major Players, Innovations and Advancements, Future Demand Projections

## SECTION IV: DATABASE OF KEY PROJECTS

The database will be a compilation of upcoming projects (ongoing and planned) in the sector including sewage treatment facilities (WWTPs), sewage pumping stations, sewage pipelines, recycle and reuse facilities, and effluent treatment plants with details on scope, location, cost, capacity, funding sources, implementing agency, contractor (wherever available), current status, expected date of completion, etc.

The report is available in a PDF format.
SECTION I: HOUSING MARKET: TRENDS, DEVELOPMENTS, PROJECTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES

1. AFFORDABLE HOUSING SEGMENT OVERVIEW
   - Urbanisation and Demographic Trends, Current Market Size, Trends in Supply and Sales of Affordable Houses, Growth Drivers, Current Stock of Low-Income Housing, Recent and Emerging Trends, Institutional and Regulatory Structure, Outlook and Opportunities

2. KEY GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS AND EXPECTED IMPACT
   - Key Announcements in the Union Budget 2019-20, Expected Impact and Industry Views, Other Relief Measures by the Government and their Impact, Next Steps and Suggestions

3. POLICY AND REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS
   - Infrastructure Status to Affordable Housing, Impact of GST, Credit Linked Subsidy Scheme, RERA Act, Affordable Housing in Partnership (AHP) Scheme, Other Incentives, Industry Expectations and Recommendations

4. HOUSING DEMAND AND SUPPLY INDICATORS
   - Households versus Housing Stock, Affordable Housing Demand and Supply, Demand and Supply Gap: Overall, Urban, State-wise, Rural, Houses by Habitable Conditions, Housing Congestion

5. FUTURE OUTLOOK AND KEY PROJECTIONS
   - Housing Stock Requirement (By Region and By State), Housing Supply Projections, Projected Land Requirement, Projections for Material and Equipment Requirements, Sector Outlook

6. PROJECT PIPELINE AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
   - Overall Project Pipeline, By Ownership, Project Pipeline by State, By Stage of Development, Projects under the Smart Cities Mission, Opportunities for Key Stakeholders

7. TOP CITIES FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING
   - Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi NCR, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai, Pune
   (Each city profile will include information on the experience in affordable housing, completed and ongoing projects, demographic profile, state of existing infrastructure, upcoming investments, key players, opportunities, etc.)

8. FINANCING AND INVESTMENT SCENARIO
   - The Investment Experience
     - Funding Sources
       - Bank Credit/Priority Sector Lending, Private Equity/Institutional Investors, Bond Market Transactions, National Housing Bank, Housing Finance Companies/AHFCs, Multilateral Funding Agencies, Others (ECBs/FDI/CLSS)
       - Expectations from REIT Structures
     - Investment Projections and Outlook
     - Key Challenges

9. PROJECT ECONOMICS: COSTS, MARGINS, RETURNS AND RISK ANALYSIS
   - Factors Impacting Project Viability, Key Cost Components, Profit Margins, Trends in Interest Rates and Prices, Project IRRs, Key Recommendations

10. MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT MARKET

SECTION II: UPDATE ON GOVERNMENT PROGRAMMES: PROGRESS AND OPPORTUNITIES

11. PROGRESS REPORT: HOUSING FOR ALL BY 2022
    - Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) - Urban: Scope and Objectives, Progress So Far - Physical and Financial, Completed and Ongoing Projects, Targets and Timeline, Investment Requirements
    - Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana - Gramin: Scope and Objectives, Progress So Far - Physical and Financial, Completed and Ongoing Projects, Targets and Timeline, Investment Requirements
    - Deen Dayal Antyodaya Yojana

12. PROGRESS AND OPPORTUNITIES UNDER THE SMART CITIES MISSION
    - Allocations for Affordable Housing under SCM, The Experience So Far, Key Projects, Upcoming Tenders, Investment Requirements and Market Opportunities

SECTION III: FOCUS ON PRIVATE PARTICIPATION

13. PPP POLICY: IMPACT AND BENEFITS
    - Formats and Models: Government land, Private land, Incentives and Schemes for PPP, Impact of PPP policy, State Initiatives and Opportunities, Industry Recommendations on Policy Implementation and Incentives
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